Abstract
greater consistency and distinctness of motor modules for walking and balance among expert 112 professional ballet dancers compared to novice non-dancers (Sawers et al. 2015 ). These differences may 113 reflect greater stability of motor output across repetitions of a task (consistency) that is organized around 114 producing more well-defined biomechanical output (distinctness), leading to superior motor 115 performance. Whether short-term, intensive rehabilitation in motor impaired populations results in 116 similar improvements in motor module consistency and distinctness remains unknown. 117 118
Generalization of motor modules, i.e. the ability to use the same motor modules across different motor 119 behaviors, may also be an important feature of muscle coordination relevant to understanding the effects 120 of rehabilitation. Animal studies suggest that shared motor modules across a range of hindlimb motor 121 tasks may share a common neural substrates ( motor modules may no longer be recruited across these two motor tasks. Sharing of motor modules 127 across motor tasks may be critical for practice of tasks during rehabilitation to generalize to other 128 activities often performed in daily life. We previously found that long-term training over many years in 129 professional ballet dancers leads to better motor performance on an untrained beam-walking task, which 130 was associated with recruiting more common motor modules across motor tasks compared to non-131 dancers (Sawers et al., 2015) . Whether increased generalization of motor modules underlies improved 132 motor performance after rehabilitation is unknown.
134
Here, we hypothesized that changes in neuromuscular control similar to those associated with motor 135 skill acquisition also underlie motor skill re-acquisition through rehabilitation. To test this hypothesis, 136
we examined changes in neuromuscular control of gait and balance induced by an exercise-based 137
Adapted Tango and balance Therefore, in the current study we analyzed electromyography (EMG) data from muscles 144 across the leg and trunk during overground walking and multi-directional postural perturbations to 145 examine whether changes in multi-muscle coordination (i.e. motor modules) would be associated with 146 observed motor improvements in both gait and balance. We predicted that post-AT rehabilitation, these 147 individuals would 1) recruit more consistent and distinct motor modules, and 2) increase the proportion 148 of motor modules shared between walking and reactive balance, suggesting that generalizability of 149 neuromuscular control across motor tasks was improved after AT. 150 151 Methods 152 153
Study population and data sources 154 155
We performed motor module analysis on EMG data collected as secondary outcome measures of a small 156 pilot cohort study (McKay et al. 2016) . Briefly, participants with a diagnosis of "definite" idiopathic PD 157
(Racette et al. 1999) participated in a short-duration, high volume Adapted Tango rehabilitation 158 intervention. Each participant completed fifteen 1.5-hour AT lessons taught by an experienced 159 professional ballroom dance instructor over the course of 3 weeks. In addition to the primary clinical 160 outcome measures (below), a convenience sample (n=9) of the entire cohort (n=22) was allocated to 161 additional balance and gait testing with electromyography before and after the intervention. Of these, 162 complete EMG data suitable for motor module analysis were available for 6 participants (Table 1) due to  163 an equipment failure at post-test for the remaining 3. All participants provided written informed consent 164 before participating according to protocols approved by the institutional review boards at both Emory 165
University and the Georgia Institute of Technology. All participants were prescribed and taking anti-166 parkinsonian medications throughout the study. All assessments occurred at a self-determined, optimal 167 time consistent between pre-and post-tests. While we did not explicitly control for medication wear off 168 during the experiment, the amount of wearing off should be consistent within a participant at both pre-169 to post-test since they were tested at the same time of day corresponding to their self-determined optimal 170 ON state. In addition, we did not observe any deterioration in movement quality during any session. Motor modules for each subject at each observation time point (pre-test, post-test) were extracted 247 separately from the EMG data matrix derived from walking and from reactive balance using non-248 negative matrix factorization (NNMF; Lee and Seung 1999) such that EMG = W*C, where W is an m × 249 n matrix with n modules and C is the n × t matrix of motor module activation coefficients. Each column 250 of W represents the weights of each muscle in a module and each row of C represents how much the 251 corresponding module was activated over all data points. To ensure equal weighting on each muscle 252 during the extraction process, each row in the EMG data matrices (i.e. muscle vector) was scaled to unit 253 variance before motor module extraction and rescaled to original units afterwards (Torres-Oviedo and 254
Ting 2007).
256
The number of motor modules, n, per condition was chosen as follows. From each EMG data matrix 1-257 13 motor modules (W) were extracted and the goodness-of-fit between actual and reconstructed EMG 258 was evaluated using variability accounted for (VAF), defined as 100 x squared uncentered Pearson's 259 correlation coefficient (Zar 1999 Motor module generalizability (% shared ): Motor module generalizability was defined as the percentage of 282 motor modules recruited across both walking and reactive balance. First, the number of similar motor 283 modules across walking and reactive balance (n similar ) was identified using Pearson's correlation 284 coefficients (r), as in a previous study (Chvatal and Ting 2013). A pair of motor modules were 285 considered "similar" if r > 0.684, which corresponds to the critical value of r 2 for 13 muscles at p=0.01.
286
The amount of motor module similarity was expressed as a percentage to account for the fact that each 287 participant recruited a different number of motor modules. The percentage of similar motor modules was 288 calculated as 100×[n similar / (n walk + n balance -n similar )]. 289 290
Motor module variability (R95 walk , R95 balance ): Motor module variability was defined as the variability of 291 motor module structure across different movement observations. This analysis quantifies the variability 292 of motor module spatial structure (W) across different subsets of the EMG dataset using a multi-step 293 process (Sawers et al. 2015) . First, each EMG matrix was resampled 100 times in which 80% of the data 294 were randomly sampled without replacement. From each resampled matrix a new set of motor modules 295 was extracted, where the number of motor modules, n, was identical to the number previously identified 296 from the entire dataset. Then, Sammon's mapping was used to map and plot each subject's set of 297 resampled motor modules in a two dimensional space (De Marchis et al. 2013 ). This procedure 298 generated a new set of 2D vectors from the set of 13D vectors (i.e., 13 muscles) while conserving the 299 structure (point-to-point Euclidean distance) of the original dataset by minimizing differences in the 300 distance between points from the two data sets (Sammon 1969) . To allow comparison of the 2D maps 301 across all conditions, Sammon's mapping was applied to a matrix that contained all of the resampled 302 motor modules (i.e., all motor modules from both walking and reactive balance across all participants at 303 both pre-and post-test). Each data point in the resulting map is a two dimensional representation of one 304 of the resampled motor modules. Finally, the resulting 2D motor module vectors for each participant and 305 task were organized into clusters using K-means clustering, where the number of clusters was set equal 306 to the number of motor modules, n, previously identified for that task. The variability of each motor 307 module was quantified as the radius of a circle that encompassed all of the cluster points in that module 308 to 95% confidence (R95, Fig 4) For preliminary analysis, changes in the number of motor modules (n walk , n balance ) from pre-to post-test 317 were compared to the null value 0 with signed-rank tests. Due to the small sample size, we considered 318 further analyses of individual motor module outcomes unlikely to be informative. Therefore to examine 319 changes in motor module metrics with rehabilitation, we tested whether a composite outcome measure 320 of all motor module outcomes described above would exhibit consistent changes across all participants 321 from pre-to post-test. We defined a "direction of expected change" for each outcome measure 322 separately based on observed and hypothesized changes (Table 3 , and see results for description). We 323 modeled the number of the nine separate motor module outcomes that changed in the expected direction 324 from pre-to post-test for each participant as a binomial random variable with 9 independent Bernoulli 325 trials with probability of success 0.5 (X ~ B(n = 9, p 0 = 0.50)). That is, we compared the observed 326
proportion of outcome measures that changed in the expected direction p to that which would be 327 expected under the null hypothesis that each participant tossed nine independent, but fair coins. We 328 compared the averaged observed proportion, p , to the null value of p 0 =0. In contrast with previous studies that have demonstrated that improvements in motor performance are 347 associated with an increase in the number of recruited motor modules, no one in our study cohort 348 increased the number of motor modules recruited in either walking or reactive balance (Fig. 2) . Median 349 (± interquartile range) changes in motor module number were -0.5±1 and -1±1 for n walk and n balance with 350 effect sizes of -0.82 and -1.29, respectively. Results of signed-rank tests indicated that neither of these 351 changes could be discriminated from the null value of zero (S=-3, p=0.25; S=-5, p=0.125; for n walk and 352 n balance , respectively). To evaluate whether this observation is robust across different criteria to determine 353 motor module number, we performed a post-hoc analysis in which we calculated the change in motor 354 module number using four additional criteria: (1) overall VAF > 85%, (2) overall VAF > 90%, (3) 355 overall VAF > 95%, and (4) lower bound of the 95% confidence interval on VAF > 85%. Across all 356 criteria, we observed no increase in the number of motor modules after rehabilitation in both walking 357 and reactive balance in any participant.
359
Similarly, in contrast with our previous study that demonstrated motor module co-activity (W mus ) is 360 lower in individuals with superior balance performance (Sawers et al. 2015) , at least half of the 361 participants studied here increased motor module co-activity at post-test (Fig. 3C ). Three and four out of 362 six participants increased module co-activity for walking and reactive balance, respectively. Across all 363 participants, motor module co-activity changed from 6.18 ± 1.03 to 7.61 ± 1.77 (effect size = 1.39) for 364 walking and from 6.23 ± 0.96 to 8.32 ± 2.03 (effect size = 2.17) for reactive balance. Post-hoc 365 correlation analyses revealed a significant relationship between a decrease in motor module number and 366 an increase in motor module co-activity across both walking and reactive balance (r = -0.8523, p < 0.01; 367 Fig. 5 ). 368 369
Consistent with our prediction that motor modules would become more consistent and distinct after AT, 370 most participants decreased motor module variability and increased motor module distinctness in both 371 walking and reactive balance (Fig 4) . Consistent with our prediction that motor module generalization across walking and balance would 380 increase after AT, five out of six participants increased the percentage of motor modules shared between 381 walking and reactive balance at post-test with the remaining participant having no change ( Fig. 3B ; 11.6 382 ± 10.6% to 34.0 ± 13.5%; effect size = 2.11). To examine whether this increased generalization was due 383 to motor modules for walking becoming more like those for reactive balance, or vice versa, post-hoc 384 analysis was performed using Pearson's correlation coefficients to examine how many of the motor 385 modules at pre-test were similar to the ones recruited at post-test for each motor task. This analysis 386 revealed a greater change in the motor modules recruited for walking than those recruited for reactive 387 balance, with only 25.5 ± 25.0% of the motor modules recruited for walking in the pre-test also recruited 388 in the post-test, compared to 46.7 ± 21.0% for reactive balance. 389 390
Overall, we found that the proportion of participants who exhibited changes in our motor module 391 metrics in the expected direction at post-test were higher than what would be expected by chance. The 392 directions of expected change for each motor module metric for the overall statistical test (Table 3) were 393 chosen as follows. For motor module number, direction of expected change was defined as lack of an 394 increase in motor module number (i.e. reduction or no change in number), which was chosen due to the 395 observation that all participants improved motor performance after rehabilitation without an increase in 396 motor module number. Similarly, because decrease in motor module number was associated with an 397 increase in W mus , we defined the direction of expected change for W mus as an increase in value. Lastly, 398 the direction of expected change for motor module variability (decrease), distinctness (increase), and 399 generalizability (increase) were defined based on our hypothesized changes. Using these definitions, the 400 average proportion of outcomes that changed in the expected direction from pre-to post-test across all 401 participants (our composite outcome measure) was 0.78 ± 0.32% (7.0±2.9 of 9 total outcomes, Table 3 ), 402 which is significantly higher than the proportion 0.50 that would be expected by chance (Z W = 2.00, p = 403 0.02). As an alternative approach, we also compared the average number of outcomes that changed in 404 the expected direction for each participant (7.0 ± 2.9 of 9 total outcomes, 0.78 ± 0.32 %) to the value 405 that would be expected under the null hypothesis (4. Our novel motor module analysis reveals how consistently and distinctly the structure of each motor 439 module, and therefore its corresponding motor output, is maintained over repeated movements. In 440 contrast to standard motor module analysis based on analysis of the entire data set, we performed 441 multiple analyses on subsets of the data for each participant to identify variations in the structure of 442 motor modules (Sawers et al. 2015 ). Each analysis identifies slightly different muscle contributions to 443 each motor module. Consistency reflects within-module difference in motor module structure, which we 444 showed decreased after rehabilitation. Our consistency analysis revealed that some motor modules at 445 pre-test were highly inconsistent, and may not have represented stable neural solutions ( Fig 4A) ; in 446 some cases these were eliminated after rehabilitation (Fig. 4B) . Distinctness reflects between-module 447 differences in motor module structure, which we showed increased after rehabilitation. Recruiting motor 448 modules that are more distinct in structure may result in motor modules that are organized around 449 producing more well-defined biomechanical output, leading to better motor performance. 450 451
As a proxy for the efficiency of movement, our measure of motor module co-activation quantifies the 452 sparsity of muscle representation within a module; the more significantly active muscles within a 453 module the less sparse that module. Surprisingly, we found that most participants increased motor 454 module co-activity after short-term rehabilitation, whereas healthy individuals who receive long-term 455 motor training (>10 years) exhibit less muscle co-activation within their motor modules (Sawers et al. 456 2015) . Specifically, it was those individuals who decreased motor module number that exhibited 457 increased muscle co-activation within each module (Fig. 5) . One possible interpretation is that 458 participants prioritized the ability to reliably generate specific biomechanical output through the 459 consistent recruitment of a module over being more energetically efficient in their movements. In this pilot study we provide evidence that the motor module metrics of consistency, distinctness, and 504 generalizability may be related to clinically-meaningful improvements in motor performance after 505 rehabilitation that cannot be explained by increases in motor module number. However, there are several 506 limitations that must be addressed to identify the relationship between these metrics and motor 507 performance. Due to our small sample size (n=6) we were unable to associate changes in our motor 508 module metrics with overall improvement (or lack thereof) at the level of individual participants, nor to 509 improvements in specific clinical gait and balance measures, although the trends in these relationships 510 are promising (e.g., Fig. 6 ). Further, for these metrics to be clinically-relevant they must be stable across 511 days (i.e. demonstrate no change) in individuals who do not participate in rehabilitation and have no 512 motor performance improvements. While we did not include a control group in the current study, some 513 support for the stability of our motor module metrics can be seen in the highest functioning participant 514 (PR7) who experienced little change in the clinical domain (as measured with our subset of clinical 515 tests) and was also unchanged in the motor module domain. Nonetheless, future studies incorporating a 516 larger cohort of individuals with appropriate control groups will be necessary to examine the 517 repeatability/robustness of these motor module metrics. In addition, larger cohorts will be necessary to 518 identify the specific relationship of motor module consistency, distinctness, and generalizability to 519 clinical measures of motor performance, and whether there are particular improvements that are induced 520 by adapted tango compared to standard of care in PD. REAB  EXOB  ERSP  GMED  TFL  VMED  TA  BFLH  RF  MGAS  LGAS  SOL  PERO  REAB  EXOB  ERSP  GMED  TFL  VMED  TA  BFLH  RF  MGAS  LGAS  SOL 
